
1) each player CHOOSES a mouse character card and a meeple 

of the MATCHING colour

for the 1st round, the pool of dice consists of the 

red cat die and 4 green move dice (for 2 or 4 players) 

or 6 move dice (for 3 or 6 players)

the player who last saw a cat starts the game

at the beginning of the round, the starting player takes all the in-game

dice (cat, move and possibly cheese - those that are not on the board) 

and casts them

next, the player and subsequently other players take turns by picking 

one of the dice and performing the action corresponding to its colour 

and number

   1) move

the player may take 

up to x (throw result) 

steps in a single 

direction, without 

turning or changing it

    2) cat

the player must move the cat in a single direction by exactly the

number of steps indicated on the die

if the cat walks through or stops on a hex with a cheese die,

that die is removed from the board and added to the dice pool for the 

next round (nobody gets any victory points)

 

    3) cheese

the player takes the cheese die and puts it on the board exactly x steps 

away from the current position of the cat

the cat may stop movement early due

to 2 reasons:

1) it avoids walls and will not move into

any of the outermost hexes

2) it has to stop movement early because

a hex it wants to enter is next to one 

occupied by a mouse or several mice

 

cat die move die 

3) place the 

players' meeples

symmetrically in 

opposing corners of the board

4) place the cheese 

counters (one per player)

at the start of each player's 

track next to their starting corner

5) place ALL

6 yellow

cheese dice in

the indicated

spots around

the cat

(diameter for 2 players, equilateral triangle for 3, rectangle for 4)

(note that neither 

the cat nor the mice 

can reach cheese in 

the first move)

example 1: red player chooses a move die with value 3.

he/she may can only move 1 hex in the chosen direction

because of the cat costing 2 steps for the adjacent hex 

example: player chooses the cat die with value 2.

he/she moves the cat meeple 2 hexes in the direction as shown. 

there is a cheese die in the path so that die is removed from the

board and added to the dice pool. the cat die will also be added 

to the dice pool for the next round 

cat meeple cannot enter grey area 

(outermost hexes) as shown above

 

example 2: red player chooses a move die with value 2.

he/she may cannot move into the centre hex in the 

illustration because the cat and green player

would cost 3 steps

example: red player chooses a move die with value 2.

he/she may move 1 or 2 steps in a straight line

2) place the 

cat meeple 

in the 

center

of the 

board

Setup GAMEPLAY

when selecting a die from the dice pool, a player may not pick a die that 

he/she cannot use to make a permitted move. the player will be forced to 

skip a turn but will still be allowed to attempt the next turn in the same 

round if enough dice remain

a player is allowed to skip a turn voluntarily as well (and is allowed to 

pick again on the next turn if any dice remain). if none of the players can 

execute a permitted move with the available dice or all players have 

consecutively passed, the player sitting next to the one who made the 

actual last move starts the next round

the player to first reach 7 victory points wins the game!

notes

entering the hex that is immediately adjacent to an opponent or the 

cat costs one extra step per adjacent obstacle

after using the move die, the player will remove it off the board and 

add it to the dice pool for the next round

if the player finishes his/her move on a hex with 

a cheese die in it, he/she will win a victory point 

(move cheese counter one place to the right)

similarly, the player will then remove the 

cheese die off the board and add it to the 

dice pool for the next round

example: red player chooses the cheese die with value 2.

he/she places the cheese die exactly 2 steps away from 

the cat meeple

note: the cheese die cannot be placed outside the arena or a 

non-empty hex (occupied by a mouse or another cheese die)

rulebook


